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Know, understand and fight sexual exploitation
The year 2013 reflects the intense events that marked in France and abroad debates and issues in the fight against sexual exploitation.

We have lived with the announcement of major legislative initiatives to make more consistent and effective abolitionist position of our country, and the proliferation of European and world reports illustrating the extent of trafficking in human beings and the risk of trivializing.

But in 2013 it is mainly the year of decision and mobilizations in which the Scelles Foundation plays its full part, faithful to its vocation by collecting as much indisputable data that can feed the thoughts of good will who, freely want to gather on common goals without giving up their identity.

Our Foundation has heard him resolutely in equity partnerships and free of any political or religious affiliation, but rooted in the humanist tradition illustrated by its founders.

This report reflects the activity and this state tireless mind that all stakeholders of the Foundation and all their partners or our thanks because they are the ones that make our values and fighting continues to advance.

Yves Charpenel
Deputy First Procecutor at the Supreme Court
History of the Foundation
Scelles Foundation of public utility since 1994, was created in 1993 by Jean and Jeanne Scelles who bequeathed all their goods. Jean Scelles resistant, imprisoned in 1941 in Algiers, discovers prostitution by a pimp cellmate.

He explains how to him how he "draws girls and fixes stubborn." Just saved, Jean Scelles promises, with his wife, to devote his life to the defense of human dignity, fighting by raising awareness of public opinion, influence with political and punishment of traffickers. The association he creates: the Teams Acting Against Procuring intervenes in the judgments where pimps are convicted.

Without interruption since 1953, his lawyers brought together in this association have filed more than 500 lawsuits against pimps.

Having launched the foundation with Jean Scelles, Philippe Scelles, his nephew, succeeded him as president from 1996 to 2004.

Philippe Scelles develops first engaged with the work of his uncle Jean, founder of the Foundation. At his death, he became president of the Foundation Scelles and gives it an international scale.

Nicole Fontaine, former President of the European Parliament succeeded him from 2004 to 2005.

Philippe Scelles resumes the 2005 Presidency 2010

"Prostitution, human trafficking, sex tourism, pornography, triggering outrage. It's unbearable drama of children and adults in their bodies exploited for commercial purposes. Our duty is to know, understand and fight this terrible disease for the emergence of a world free of all these forms of commercial sexual exploitation." Philippe Scelles - 2008

In October 2010, Yves Charpenel, Deputy First Prosecutor at the Criminal Division of the Paris Supreme Court in turn takes the chair and continue the fight.

"Our role is to contribute at least to place at the heart of social debates to come true these" invisible victims "what are all those and all those who today, in the world, and are exploited and that can not be heard."

Yves Charpenel - 2012

Since then, the Foundation has grown steadily thanks to the dedication of a large number of staff and volunteers.
The Scelles Foundation has become in 20 years a reference player on all fronts in the fight against trafficking in human beings, in France and internationally.

Values

Its members share the belief that every person should be able to live without resorting to prostitution.

The Scelles Foundation believes that prostitution is a violation of human rights to equality, dignity and a source of social and personal violence.

Sexual exploitation is an abuse of vulnerable people by economic vulnerability, poverty, gender inequality, racism, failure of the migration project, the social and political instability in countries in conflict, physical and psychological violence and social or family breakdown.

She believes that it is through education, prevention, awareness, and repression of actors exercising violence against prostitutes that a comprehensive policy can be conducted.

Objectives

The Scelles Foundation is driven by the desire to make the twenty-first century the progressive decline of sexual exploitation which is another form of modern slavery, by:

- Constituting an evolutionary documentation center on all aspects of trafficking for sexual exploitation.
- Building relationships privileged with official bodies.
- Joining the Foundation's efforts with grassroots organizations.
- Contributing through awareness-raising and training to a greater awareness of public opinion

Overview

In 2013, in full agreement with all the associations met in the coalition Abolition 2012, she was mobilized on the following objectives:

- To argue that the fight against trafficking must be accompanied by a global struggle against the system of prostitution,
- To request the necessary means of protection and integration for people in danger and in prostitution,
- To question the issue of demand of clients of prostitution because they are principal actors of the system of violence supported by prostituted people,
- To argue with the recognition of prostitution as a work by refusing prostitution because rules of organization would involve strengthening the vulnerability of prostituted people.
- To get more allocated resources to the fight against the exploitation of prostitution, particularly against pimping.

Our missions

Over 20 years The Foundation has pursued three main tasks:

- Know the commercial sexual exploitation:
  To this end, it has established an observatory to collect any information relating to the commercial sexual exploitation in the world. This is a reference in Europe.
- Understanding the commercial sexual exploitation:
  By a multidisciplinary cooperation, we receive and solicit work of experts (lawyers, sociologists, field officers associations) publishing fact sheets, books and audio-visual materials.
- Fight the commercial sexual exploitation.
  We do advocacy with local, national and European officials.
2.1 The Board of Directors

The Board of Directors is composed of:

- **President:** Yves Charpenel, Deputy Prime Procuret to the Supreme Court.
- **Honorary President:** Philippe Scelles HEC, CPA, former head of business companies.
- **Vice President:** Yves Scelles, engineer.
- **General Secretary:** Hubert Roux, engineer.
- **Christian de Fenoyl,** engineer.
- **Rolland Grosse,** HEC, former sales director.
- **Claire Quidet,** journalist, Mouvement du Nid.
- **Patrick Rizzo,** Attorney.
- **Mireille Segretain,** Inspector general of national equipment.
- **Marta Scelles-Torres,** lawyer.
- **Philippe Mettoux,** State Councillor.
- **Armelle Le Bigot,** President of ACPE.
- **Myriam Quemener,** Magistrate.
- **Elda Carly,** President of EACP (Lawers acting Against Pimping)
2.2 Employees

Operations of the Scelles Foundation are managed by 4 permanent employees, helped by trainees and volunteers.

Permanents are:

- Sandra AYAD, Head of CRIDES
- Catherine Goldmann, Responsible for documentation and editor of the newsletter
- Frédéric BOISARD, Webmaster and community manager
- François VIGNAUD, External relationships and fund raising in France

2.3 Volunteers and interns

In 2013, the Foundation has been helped by thirty volunteers (8 retired experts, 4 persons professional activity outside, 20 students). It also welcomed 10 French and foreign students, scholars in international relations, law, political science, anthropology, etc... mainly to conduct research work.
3. The actions undertaken by the Scelles Foundation in 2013

A number of important actions were carried out in 2013

- Develop the notoriety of the Scelles Foundation and thus its ability to weigh on national and international institutions,
- Produce the third World Report, new awards, documents and flyers for public awareness,
- Search for new sources of funding by both the capacity to stand in court and by official certification to deliver training (amendment of the bylaws).

3.2 Conferences

These days organized by the Foundation Scelles give visibility to the Foundation which ensures useful contacts with administrations and business.


- Introduction of the day by Chantal Jouanno, Senator of Paris
- Organized crime and trafficking: fantasy and reality by Yves Charpenel.
- The criminal money: a real threat to the global economy, by Jean-Marc Souvira, Director OCRGDF (Office of Repression Central Great Crime).

- Round Table with Chantal Cutajar, Senior Lecturer, Michel Deléan, Journalist Médiapart and Chantal Jouanno, Senator of Paris.
- TRACFIN and tools to detect circuits of criminal money, by Jean-Baptiste Carpentier, Director of TRACFIN (Agency for information processing and actions against clandestine financial circuits).
- Round Table with Gerard Bekerman, President of AFER (French Association of savings and retirement), Laurence Neuer, a journalist of Le Point and Yves Charpenel.
- Risks and vigilance within companies, by Catherine Minard, Director of International Affairs at MEDEF.
- Round Table with Firdaous Honsali, Director of External Communications and Relations Press "The Body Shop", Bernard of Villardiére, TV Editor M6 and Alain Abergel, auditor.

- Recovery and citizen use of criminal money by Elisabeth PELSEZ, Director AGRASC - Agency Management and Assets Seized and Confiscated Recovery.

- Round Table with Eric Panloup, National Coordinator against Trafficking, Elsa Strong, Journalist at Nouvel Observateur.

- Closing by Yves Charpenel and Fatima Lalem, Counsellor of Paris, Deputy Mayor in charge of equality.

Conferences proceeding are available in French on the site of the Scelles Fondation:

www.fondationscelles.org
3. Actions undertaken in 2013


- Introduction of the evening with Guy Geoffroy, MP, Parliamentary Committee on prostitution.

- Statement of the situation, by Dominique Charpenel, Psychoanalyst, entrepreneur, speaker).


- Sex tourism and the exploitation of minors by Guillemette Vuillard, Program Officer ECPAT France.

- Europe and the free movement of goods, people ... criminals and their victims, by Lieutenant-Colonel Eric Panloup, MIPROF (Interministerial Mission for the protection of women against violence and the fight against trafficking in human beings)

- The sexual exploitation of minors by Sylvain Barbier Sainte Marie, Magistrate, head of the Juvenile Section Parquet de Paris.

- Summary by Guy Geoffroy.

- Closing by Master Christiane Feral-Schuhl, President of the Bar of Paris.

The proceedings of these conferences are available on the website of the Scelles Foundation.
Publications

The year 2013 has been particularly fruitful with the production and the national and international dissemination of documents updating knowledge on all the phenomena related to sexual exploitation.

"Sexual exploitation - Prostitution and organized crime"

The Scelles Foundation provides for the second consecutive year the publication of a global report that reveals the realities of sexual exploitation in all its dimensions, but also the means to fight implemented by countries.

Sexual exploitation, far from having a single face is a complex subject. The Foundation aims as much as possible, through the global report, to analyze issues related to the news of sexual exploitation in the world, and illustrate them through forms in different countries. Each World report of the Scelles Foundation is divided into two parts: themes and country profiles.

Prepared in 2012, this second global report was published in French in January 2013 at Economica editions. It updates and increases the first edition of the "World Report on sexual exploitation - Transitional justice at the heart of organized crime" with a panorama of 54 countries and 10 themes related to current events in 480 pages. On this occasion, a press release was prepared and sent to more than 200 journalists.

A report was hand delivered to members of the parliamentary (all members of the delegations to the rights of women in the National Assembly and the Senate), judges, community partners, journalists and all Parisian municipal libraries. Libraries have recorded more than 200 loans of this second edition, in 2013.

The book was later translated into English, and posted on the site of the Scelles Foundation in digital format (Pdf format) in June 2013. From June to December 2013, there were 696 downloads of the document, an average of over 220 downloads per month and it increases in 2014.

A volunteer was asked to send electronically a letter in July 2013 with the publication (in French and English) along with the book in Pdf attachment.

This has been well received since for a shipment to 270 recipients (international organizations, embassies, police, judges, academics, NGOs, etc ...), we were able to record 3,775 downloads of the Pdf file attached to the shipment.
Actions undertaken in 2013

Alarming figures ...

"Sexual exploitation - a threat that extends" (RM3)

Fight against sexual exploitation in the world is a struggle that requires a global thinking and a strong mobilization.

Released in December 2013, the third global report brought together in 2013, 36 editors (interns and volunteers). For a total of 628 pages, the reader will find a detailed overview of the situation in 66 countries and analysis of 11 themes, highlighting the main issues that marked the news.

An 8-page presentation file of the book was produced in English, French and Spanish in order to help the promotion.

Breakfast with the press, held on 12 December 2013 has resulted in extensive media coverage worldwide. Indeed, AFP with the Foundation and the book was taken both in the local press, national and international (over 100 press clippings worldwide).
"The exploitation of prostitution: a worldwide scourge" (brochure - 56 pages)

The brochure "Exploitation of the Prostitution: A Global Scourge" is for a public awareness of the issues of sexual exploitation in the world.

It is systematically distributed on the occasion of events in which the Scelles Foundation participate and to its visitors, volunteers and anyone wishing to learn about the subject.

In 2013, the 3rd edition of this document, updated in June 2012, has been translated by teams of volunteers in English ("Assessment of the Current State of prostitution") and Spanish ("The explotación de prostitución: una Lacra mundial").

"Clichés, prostitution today" (awareness brochure - 12 pages)

In 2013, the Scelles Foundation has developed a new awareness brochure for the general public.

The aim is both to inform about the realities of prostitution today, to explain the latest legislative developments and to provide the way forward to help a person get out of prostitution.

Four parts: "Challenges and Realities"; "Actors of prostitution"; "States in front of prostitution"; "Who should I contact? "

Far from clichés, prostitution today
Actions undertaken in 2013

Newsletter: “Foundation Scelles Info"

As part of its agreement with the Regional Council of Ile de France, the Scelles Foundation has produced and distributed 6 new issues of its newsletter (“Foundation Scelles infos” numbers 21 to 26) –

"Foundation Scelles Infos", the electronic newsletter of the Scelles Foundation, published in November 2010 with the support of the Regional Council of Ile-de-France, offers news analysis, interviews, thematic folders, calendar. 6 issues of "Foundation Scelles Info" have been published in 2013, including 36 articles.

Topics covered in 2013:

- "Power, People and Prostitution" (No. 21 / January 2013);
- Contributions of the jury of the Scelles Foundation awards (No. 22 / Feb 2013);
- Scelles Foundation awards - Special Edition (No. 23 / March 2013);
- "Netherlands - Journey to the heart of regulationism" (No. 24 / April 2013);
- "The criminal money" (No. 25 / May 2013);
- "Unprecedented mobilization" (No. 26 / October 2013).

Interviews conducted in 2013:

- Francis Huster, sponsor of the Scelles Foundation Awards;
- Danielle Bousquet, President of the High Council for Equality between women and men;
- Claire Brisset, mediator of the City of Paris;
- Myriam el Khomri, Deputy of Mayor of Paris;
- Karin Werkman, a researcher at The Hague (Netherlands);
- Noëlle Laurence, author of "Rise from the shame."

Writing by external contributors in 2013:

- Dominique Attias, lawyer;
- Chantal Cutajar, lecturer at the University of Strasbourg;
- Gérard Biard, spokesman for Zero Macho,
- Guy Geofroy, Seine-et-Marne MP;
- Chantal Jouanno, Paris Senator; Valerie Marty, president of PEEP;
- Elisabeth Pelsey, Director of AGRASC
- Ernestine Ronai, head of the Observatory of violence against women of the General Council of Seine-Saint-Denis.

End of 2013, the newsletter was subject of a reorganization and improvement of its model for an even more dynamic interactivity

Monthly Press Book + Annual compilation "International news of prostitution - 2013"

The CRIDES collects press articles on internet. After analysis, each month a sorting is made by subject (prostitution in France, prostitution abroad, customer, sex tourism, trafficking in women and crime, pornography, human rights, sexuality, new technologies):

An annual compilation of press releases summary is performed. "The current international prostitution 2012".

(133 pages) has been posted on the Foundation website Scelles in February 2013. The 2013 compilation will be on line in 2014.

This reference work that lists all the national and global publications mentioning sexual exploitation, is his analysis with a unique and exceptional observatory of this news constantly changing.
Foundation Scelles Awards 2013 (1st edition)

The Scelles Foundation awards were presented on March 4, in the heart of the week dedicated to the international day of women's rights.

The voting that ended Feb. 28 rewarded the best argument, best article, best video, best visual representation and best slam against trafficking in human beings.

They testify to the creativity of young people discovering the theme of sexual exploitation and violence against women.

They also show the universality of violence that affects us all.

Their first objective was achieved: the creativity and commitment of the proposed work touched the public who voted online and relayed the information on social networks.

Sponsored by Francis HUSTER, these awards were considered one hand by a jury of personalities, the other by a public vote on the internet.

More than 4,600 online votes were cast, and it is the hardest work there (articles or arguments) that generated the most interest.

The public as candidates have gone beyond the clichés to hear and see the realities of prostitution and human trafficking.

The jury awards are offered by The Scelles Foundation and popular awards offered by Charpenel Tips Heritage.

This was what the mission assigned to the first Scelles Foundation Awards. The challenge of the 2014 will further expand this success.
The jury

Dominique Attias: Attorney Head of youth Law Group

Gérard Biard: Editor Charlie Weekly and spokesperson Zero macho

Danielle Bousquet: President of the Observatory of Gender, author of the parliamentary report on prostitution in France,

Claire Brisset: Mediatrice of the City of Paris, former ombudsman for children

Yves Charpenel: President Scelles Foundation, First Advocate General at the Court of Cassation

Geneviève Colas: President of the collective "Together against trafficking in human beings", head of Caritas France for Europe and North America,

Guy Geoffroy: Seine et Marne MP, co-author of the parliamentary report on prostitution in France

Chantal Jouanno: Senator of Paris, author of the parliamentary report on the sexualization of girls

Myriam El Khomri: Assistant to the Mayor of Paris in charge of the Prevention and Security.

Fatima Lalem: Assistant to the Mayor of Paris in charge of Equality Women Men

Bernard de la Villardière: Journalist, Producer, Director of Front Line, author of "Forbidden Zone"

Jean-Louis Nadal: Former Attorney General at the Court of Cassation

Ernestine Ronai: In charge of gender equality in the General Council of Seine Saint-Denis and Interministerial Mission for the protection of women victims of violence

Marion Sarraut: Filmmaker

Gerard Sanz: Photographer of the City of Paris

Elsa Hale: Journalist Nouvel Observateur

The 2013 awards:

Prize for the best argument, Jury Prize and Audience Award:

Zoë ROYAL

"Is sexual exploitation a crime like any other?"

Best Paper Award, Jury Prize and Audience Award

"The Sidewalks of the Net"

Romain FONSEGRIVES and Jenna THE ARM ESJ Lille
Actions undertaken in 2013

Award for the best argument, Jury award and Audience award: Zoë ROYAL
“Is sexual exploitation a crime like any other?”

Award for the best slam Jury award and Audience award: "Clichés"
Laetitia fourth college student Gustave Courbet Romainville

Award for best video, Audience award and Jury award
BACHELARD Clement, Tony GUIMAZANE and VICTOR MELIN
e-artsup Bordeaux

Award for best picture and best visual
Jury award
Audience award
Quentin CLEMENT e-artsup Bordeaux
Actions undertaken in 2013

The websites of the Foundation Scelles

According to the action plan decided by the Board of Directors, the Foundation’s digital storefront was renovated in depth and has adapted to developments in this area in order to promote both greater dissemination of messages that the Foundation and a better interactivity with users.

Corporate website: www.fondationscelles.org

The year 2013 saw the redesign of the corporate website to provide one hand visibility to the first operation of the Foundation Award (under "Foundation Awards") and the other to offer the visitor a simplified access to essential elements of prostitution (topic "prostitution") thanks to updated content.

A major part of the activity has also been to highlight the World report elements via an interactive map containing the essential statistics and legislative elements of the various countries studied.

A total of sixty countries plugs are informed and consulted with links to documents CRIDES and multimedia elements. The idea is to regularly update this information of the World report issues and information collected from our partners (under "mapping of prostitution").

Website traffic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sites</th>
<th>Audience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.fondationscelles.org">www.fondationscelles.org</a></td>
<td>65 936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crides.fondationscelles.org</td>
<td>27 760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>infos.fondationscelles.org</td>
<td>42 015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>passe-passe.org</td>
<td>7 604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abolition2012.fr</td>
<td>16 790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>160 105</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In addition, a new section ("I need help") was established to provide essential help from a health and administrative perspective to people who want information. It is also available with a mapping of associations with their contact cards. Statistics show that more and more users are watching the site via smartphones or tablets. We anticipated this growing trend by making maximum use of adaptive Web design elements (responsive) that remain available regardless of the size of the media.

Moreover, the impact of publications (press releases, action) and prices have a direct effect on the number of visitors. The number thereof tends to increase each time a new element is placed on the site. The modernization of the content using the new brochures of the Foundation is to consider for 2014.

Facebook, Twitter, Google+, Youtube, Linkedin, Flickr: the importance of social networks

The general trend is that the majority of sites are losing audience to the social networks is also true for the Foundation. The statistics of our Facebook page for 2013 show an audience up to 66,823 visitors for a total of 317 reports published during the year. The page is increasing from 308 "likes" on 1 January to 548 "likes" as of December 31, 2013. An article published May 23 on prostitution of students attracted 5,892 unique visitors in one day.

In addition to our Facebook page, the Foundation opened a twitter account that automatically resumes Facebook publications and studies added to the CRIDES database in addition to our own tweets. More than 350 people were subscribed to our account in 2013.
A YouTube channel which includes all videos from Scelles Foundation was established in 2013.

All of these videos cumulative viewings exceeds 16,000 views with high audience for both videos 2013 awards (2455 views and 1455 views).

The Foundation is also present on the professional social network Linkedin who can help us in the future for the recruitment of trainees. It also has a Flickr account for image sharing and accessible to all employees of the Scelles Foundation. A Scelles Foundation page was also created on the social network google, Google+.

In general, we see the growing importance of these communication media. The time spent on maintenance and use of these materials is expected to grow in 2014.

Android Application

An Android application was developed by a volunteer of the Foundation. The application, available now for free on Google Play, takes some of the content of our sites including regarding geolocation associations with contact details to help victims.

It includes articles from the news site as and when they are added to the website and data from the World report country profiles (statistics, legislation, NGOs, media).

The content is updated automatically every change made to one of our web platforms. The idea of a development application for iPhone is of course to consider.
**News Site:**

www.infos.fondationscelles.org

The information website was amended in 2013 to provide a ranking of items consistent with the newsletter. All issues of the newsletter have been published on the news site with html layout, iconographic research and links to additional documentation for further thinking.

All articles written for the newsletter are available on this site. We have added a presentation module scrolling of the latest articles. Consultation statistics pages show two things: the more items are activists, the more they are consulted. Articles relating to the prostitution of minors, students or sex tourism are the most read.

**CRIDES Site :**

http://crides.fondationscelles.org

All of the Foundation’s web platforms have links referring to studies from the CRIDES. This is the case of the articles in the newsletter (Scelles Foundation info) sections on prostitution Corporate website country profiles and interactive cartographic base.

These links set up in 2013 begin to impact on attendance CRIDES site since we see a steady improvement in attendance: 1465 unique visitors in January 3268 to reach in December.

The database pdf, which received a three-year grant from the Regional Council of Ile de France, has been widely implemented during the year, and remains by far the most consulted. It now includes over 3346 studies that are referenced regardless of the language of the document. This will also impact on visitors since the list of users by geographical origin shows over 50 different countries (United States, Brazil, Thailand, China, Russia, Canada etc ...). This is the international direction that we are looking for.

---

**Coalition Site**

abolition2012.fr

The site abolition2012.fr was amended to answer to the need of the coalition to become a showcase highlighting the political and community support. Each of the 94 political support was awarded a summary sheet (group statement, trombinoscope). 59 associations are currently on the collective's website. The system installed in-line petitions shows 3371 signatures. Links to the main collective media have also been added on the website (blog, twitter, facebook, tumblr).
Research and Documentation Centre

CRIDES

Since its inception, the Scelles Foundation has an international observatory of sexual exploitation, unique in Europe, to develop awareness of the phenomenon of sexual exploitation.

The CRIDES (International Research Centre and documentation on sexual exploitation) is a hub of information, meetings and exchange of information on commercial sexual exploitation in the world.

It aims to:

• to analyze this phenomenon in all its aspects (prostitution, sex tourism, pimping, child pornography, human trafficking) for the purpose of commercial sexual exploitation

• allow thinking and positioning by providing its wide range of information resources of various kinds

• inform anyone interested in these issues.

The CRIDES is organized around three main types of activity:

• Documentation (500 pounds, press reviews since 1999, more than 10,000 documents in databases, 400 TV shows, catalogs and practical tools etc …)

• Research and analysis (various publications: 3 editions of the World report, 21 fact sheets, 9 Cahiers Foundation etc …);

• exchange and partnership (collaborative platform on the site crides.fondatationscelles.org with over 2,300 unique visitors per month)

The documents are available online or site. We welcome French researchers and foreign lawyers, social actors, journalists, community partners, students etc …
External interventions of members of the Scelles Foundation

Training

Since 2012, Yves Charpenel and Michele Salvat, Advisors to the Supreme Court, are the directors of a training session for judges on “Human Trafficking” organized in October by the National School of Magistrates. The Scelles Foundation participated in the 2013 session, including an intervention by Sandra Ayad, a panorama, and the issues of human trafficking in the world.

Scelles Foundation’s employees have also participated in local trainings. This is particularly the case for Sandra Ayad involved, since 2008, as trainer for Scelles Foundation. She delivered ten trainings entitled "Understanding the prostitution system” for social workers in “Ile de France” organized by the Association – “Le Nid”.

The goal of these trainings is to analyze the social representations of social actors on the phenomenon of prostitution. In 2013, 106 health and social workers (special education teachers, school nurses, social workers etc ...) have been trained to risks of prostitution for young people.

Hearings

The proposed law on the prostitution system, adopted by the National Assembly in December 2013, mobilized the Scelles Foundation throughout the year. Yves Charpenel has had a long meeting with the rapporteur, the member of the Essonne Maud Olivier. He was also heard by the Special Commission for consideration of the bill strengthening the fight against the prostitution system of the National Assembly (30 October 2013).

Yves Charpenel was heard on the health and social situation of prostitutes, at the Senate, by the Social Committee (29 May 2013)
Participation to conferences (Suresnes, Bordeaux etc ...)

Members of the Scelles Foundation were asked to participate in debates and conferences on sexual exploitation.

Some examples:

- Participation by Yves Charpenel at the Conference-Concert on forced prostitution of women and children, organized by Association "pro Neamul" Cité Internationale Universitaire de Paris, 22 March 2013

- Conference of Dominique Charpenel, Journalists School of Lille (ESJ Lille), October 2013

- Prostitution, violence against women, Conference of Yves Charpenel, multimedia library of Suresnes, November 28, 2013.
Partnerships

Associations historically related to the Scelles Foundation

The Foundation hosts and supports the Action Teams Against Pimping (EACP) that collect dozens of victims offering psychological support and rehabilitation tracks. The EACP are civil party in legal proceedings with thirty volunteer lawyers, helping to stop the "deafening silence of victims." They acted in court in three emblematic cases in 2013: the case of Carlton Cannes (Lebanese-Austrian-Venezuelan network); the Strauss-Kahn case in Lille; the Zahia case in Paris.

The Foundation also hosts the French Council for Children's Rights (COFRADE), which includes fifty organizations.

The Foundation has awarded several grants to associations working for the prevention and reintegration of victims in various countries from Africa, Latin America, Asia, Europe.

Thus, in 2013, five associations received financial aid which has a direct impact on helping victims of trafficking:

- **Yereme Africa**: Support for host villages in Africa.
- **Three Quarters of the world** (TQM) for humanitarian projects in Guatemala.
- **Citizen of streets** : humanitarian assistance to Benin and Niger.

The Foundation also hosts the Association Against Child Prostitution (ACPE).

This association conducts efficient work in conjunction with the Foundation and Action teams, particularly in regard to trials against pimps. The ACPE has received a grant that should allow it look to the future with greater serenity.
Coalition "Abolition 2012"

Created in 2011 at the initiative of the Mouvement du Nid, Amicale du Nid and Scelles Foundation, the coalition “Abolition 2012” includes sixty associations. All campaigning for the adoption of a law to abolish the system of prostitution.

In 2013, the bill strengthening the fight against the prostitution system (PPL), presented by Maud Olivier MP, greatly mobilized the Scelles Foundation as well as other members of the coalition.

The bill is based on four elements:
- The prevention and training of public opinion,
- Strengthening the fight against networks through more trials and more serious sentences
- Recognition of the prostitute as a victim,
- The criminalization of the client.

On all these points, the Scelles Foundation has sought to play an active role alongside other associations Abolition 2012.

His specific contribution lies in its ability to provide the discussions of legal arguments.

The Foundation has placed particular emphasis on the impacts (victim assistance, additional resources for justice and OCRTEH resource, agency for collection of criminal assets) and has watched over that this was taken into account in the broader finances law.

This work was closely monitored by Yves Scelles and Philippe Scelles.
On 13 April 2013, 67 years to the day after the closure of brothels, 59 associations of Abolition 2012 gathered in the Machine du Moulin Rouge. The aim of the event was to initiate a citizens' movement for the adoption of a comprehensive law abolishing the prostitution system. Several public and political figures were present (eg Roselyne Bachelot, Marie-George Buffet, Laurence Cohen, Guy Geoffroy ...).

Yves Charpenel Philippe Scelles Yves Scelles and members of the Scelles Foundation participated in both the organization and running of the day.

The Scelles Foundation also took full part in the demonstration on 23 November 2013 organized by the group on the occasion of the International Day against Violence against Women, which focused this year the abolition of prostitution.

The aim of the event was even more important than it was a few days before the vote on the bill in the National Assembly.

The Scelles Foundation created and manages the website of Abolition 2012 like the Twitter accounts and Facebook group. These tools provide support for the dissemination of messages, press releases and stories, especially those that are essential, "survivors" (former prostitutes).

The bill strengthening the fight against the prostitution system including the criminalization of the client, was passed in the National Assembly in the first reading on 4 December 2013. The bill has provoked strong reactions in France, but also in Europe.

The debate on the bill is indeed closely followed by European parliamentarians, particularly interested in what is happening in France. This is particularly the case in Romania, which tends to move from a position at a prohibitionist abolitionist position coupled with the client's penalty.

Furthermore, on 2 October, the Committee on Women’s Rights and Gender Equality of the European Parliament presented its draft report on prostitution openly supports the effectiveness of the Nordic model in the fight against prostitution and sexual exploitation model that provides for the criminalization of the customer (and not the person prostitute herself).
**CAP International**

The Coalition for the Abolition of Prostitution became a reality after being recorded February 12, 2013 with Philippe Scelles as president, vice president Claire Quidet, Treasurer Yves Scelles, Secretary General Jacques Hamon and general delegate Grégoire Thery.

Located at 14 rue Mondétour, head office of the Scelles Foundation, it is intended to relaunch an abolitionist international coalition.

First seven associations have joined in 2013 (RUHUMA of Ireland, SOLWODI, Germany, REDEN and Kfuchs, Denmark, Malos Tratos, Spain, la CLE, Canada, Apne Aap, India,) with the objective of building an alliance of 12 members.

CAP has developed a special relationship with the European Women’s Lobby which includes nearly 2000 European feminist associations.

An agreement was prepared between the Scelles Foundation and the CAP to formalize a stronger partnership between the two structures.

**Interfaith International Coordination**

Philippe Scelles observer participated in the seminar organized at the Vatican on 2 and 3 November 2013 on trafficking in human beings.

The seminar was held at the special request of Pope Francis at the Pontifical Academy of Sciences.

He saw an opportunity particularly interesting meetings with experts such Myria Vassiliadou of the European Commission, Joy Ngozi, former United Nations Special Rapporteur on trafficking in persons, William Swing, Director General of the International Organization for Migration, or such personalities Cardinal Etchegaray who introduced the debate.

It was an opportunity to let the Scelles Foundation known by widely circulating publications (World Report, "Global Scourge" history of the Scelles Foundation ..)

The intention is to give participants a suite at the seminar. At the suggestion of French diplomat Pierre Morel (former Ambassador of France to the Holy See), so it is planned to establish a permanent international coordination of stakeholders involved in the field, open to all religions with a website.
Coalition: “All together against trafficking”

The Foundation is also active within the Collective “All together against trafficking in human beings”, who, aware of the need to network, was created to fight effectively against all forms of trafficking. It groups since 28 May 2008, 23 French associations involved directly or indirectly with victims in France or in the countries of transit and origin of trafficking. Determined to fight against the commodification of the person, it is mobilizing with a double objective: to sensitize the public to this complex issue and engage policymakers, French and European, to engage strongly against this crime.

Thus the coalition was received on 18 October 2013 European Day against trafficking, the office of the Minister of Women's Rights in the presence of the director of firm Najat Belkacem-Vallaud and representatives of the Interministerial Mission for the protection of women victims of violence and the fight against trafficking in human beings (MIPROF), for a moment of dialogue around the development and implementation of the National Action Plan against trafficking in human beings.
EU Civil Society Platform Against Trafficking in Human Beings (European Commission).

More than 200 associations from 27 Member States of the European Union have signed the Brussels Call "Together for a Europe Free from Prostitution" (www.womenlobby.org/get-involved/ewl-share-Campaigns/together-for-a-europe-free-from/). They expect that France will lead the way toward equality by adopting a comprehensive policy to abolish the prostitution system, protecting prostitutes and ending with impunity of the customers, the “johns”.

The European Parliament has repeatedly recognized that prostitution is a barrier to gender equality and violence.

Several Member States are also mobilizing and are in the process of adopting abolitionist policies, making the finding of a failure of policies against trafficking as long as they do not address the impunity of pimps and clients.

Thus, a civil society platform was established on 31 May 2013. Several meetings of the members of this platform took place on 30 September and 1 October 2013 in Brussels under the direction of Myria Vassiliadou with 110 associations from every continents. The Scelles Foundation has been selected by the European Commission to represent France with 4 other French organizations.

Philippe Scelles, Honorary President and Vice-President, represented the Scelles Foundation at all meetings.
Institutional partnerships

In continuation of its 20 years of activity, the Foundation has continued and expanded its institutional partnerships by involving public and private institutions involved or potentially involved in the field of sexual exploitation in its publications and events.

2013 has accompanied the establishment of the Interministerial Mission for the protection of women victims of violence and the fight against trafficking in human beings (Miprof). The Secretary General Elisabeth Moiron-Braud and the national coordinator Mr Eric Panloup, visited the premises of the Mondétour street.

The realization of the electronic newsletter "Scelles Foundation Infos" funded by the Regional Council of "Ile de France", the "Scelles Foundation awards" in partnership with the Law Society of Paris, the Observatory of violence against women in Seine-St-Denis and the Paris City Hall, seminars with the French parliament, the MEDEF and the Ministries of Justice and Interior have been privileged opportunities to concretely demonstrate the quality and richness of exchanges reflecting the credibility of our Foundation to of these institutions.

The Foundation, in conjunction with the Chancellery (Cabinet and Department of Criminal Affairs and Pardons) and Miprof, have been very involved in the development of the law n ° 2013-711 of August 5, 2013 adapting various provisions the area of justice under the law of the European Union and the international commitments of France.
External communication

Press Releases Scelles Foundation

The Scelles Foundation signed or co-signed several press releases:

- "Proposed Act" Benbassa "to the repeal of the single offense of soliciting - 53 associations are pronounced: AGAINST strategy slicing promoting the thesis of" sex work "! FOR a complete overhaul, consistent and transpartisan public policy regarding prostitution, including the repeal of the offense of soliciting! "March 22, 2013.

- "For the abolition of the system of prostitution, let's act," September 20, 2013

- "An Act for the abolition of the system of prostitution is NOW! "October 8, 2013

- "Scelles Foundation’s Response to the manifesto of "343 bastards"," November 1, 2013

- "A highlight: MEPS vote against the prostitution system," December 5, 2013

- "Sexual exploitation - a threat that extends" December 12, 2013

Articles published in newspapers, magazines, blogs:


- "Abolition of the system of prostitution: now the law! "Open letter to François Hollande. 111 local and national associations fighting against violence against women, Mediapart.fr, October 9, 2013.

- "Prostitution system:" It is time to act effectively," Article co-signed by Yves Charpenel, "Choose the cause of women "(association chaired by Gisèle Halimi, lawyer), Bernard Legras, Attorney General of the Court of Appeal Montpellier, Jacques Biancarelli, state councilor, Maryvonne Lozachmeur, former first lawyer Rennes, Emmanuel Daoud, lawyer, Yaeli Mellul, lawyer, Christophe Pettiti, lawyer, JDD.fr, November 19, 2013.

Articles and forums published on the website of the Scelles Foundation (www.fondationscelles.org)

A key year, February 10, 2013

Prostitution and organized crime: 2nd edition of the World Report, 11 February 2013

Repeal of the offense of soliciting : first step or deceit, April 2, 2013?

The relevance of transparency, April 2, 2013

Berlusconi: abuse of power with constraints, June 25, 2013

A law soon in debate at the Assembly?, September 25, 2013

European draft report on prostitution, October 14, 2013

- Sexual exploitation - a threat that extends, December 1, 2013

- A highlight: MEPS vote against the system of prostitution, 4 December 2013
Actions undertaken in 2013

**PROSTITION**

**Détecter les victimes mineures**

Le mouvement du Nil a accueilli deux personnes physiques de la Fondation Scelles pour une journée sur la prostitution des jeunes en France et en Europe. L'occasion pour les associations de mieux comprendre ce phénomène.

La prostitution ne cesse de se développer dans un marché mondialisé, accroît par une circulation des personnes de plus en plus facile et favorise une banalisation de l'achat du corps humain selon un rapport de la Fondation Scelles publié dans le bulletin contre l'exploitation sexuelle, portant sur cinq pages.

Les nouveaux visages de la prostitution infantile.

**MÔNDE**

La prostitution, un vaste marché en plein essor

La prostitution ne cesse de se développer dans un vaste marché mondialisé, accroît par une circulation des personnes de plus en plus facile et favorise une banalisation de l'achat du corps humain selon un rapport de la Fondation Scelles publié dans le bulletin contre l'exploitation sexuelle, portant sur cinq pages.

**POINT DE VUE**

« S'attaquer aux profits criminels »

Yves Charpenel, le président de la Fondation Scelles, défend la vision abolitionniste de la France vis-à-vis de la prostitution. Selon lui, aucun aménagement particulier de la loi ne saurait remettre en question un tel principe.

La prostitution ne cesse de se développer dans un marché mondialisé, accroît par une circulation des personnes de plus en plus facile et favorise une banalisation de l'achat du corps humain selon un rapport de la Fondation Scelles publié dans le bulletin contre l'exploitation sexuelle, portant sur cinq pages.

**SEXÉ, TRAFIC ET RÉPRESSION**

Engagée dans la lutte contre la traite des êtres humains en vue de la prostitution, la Fondation Scelles, affirme dans son dernier rapport annuel que l'exploitation sexuelle est une menace qui s'étend.

L'année écoulée a été particulièrement féconde pour les trafiquants, déplore la fondation dirigée par le maire de la ville. D'ailleurs, selon elle, « l'urgence et la nécessité » de légaliser, comme c'est le cas en France, où la pénalisation du client est en cours d'examen au Parlement.

**Observation**

Romainville. Elle dénonce les clichés que la collégienne slave fait gagner sa classe.

Elle est élue en 4e au collège Gustave-Courbet de Romainville et s'appelle Laetitia Caffart. C'est aussi la star de sa classe car elle vient de gagner le concours de Slam organisé par la Fondation Scelles contre l'exploitation sexuelle. Avec son texte qui parle des « clichés des relations entre les filles et les garçons », elle a fait gagner à ses camarades des entrées à la Comédie-Française pour assister à une représentation de la pièce « l'Avare » de Molière.

**DIFFICILES À DÉNOMBRER**

Les précédentes statistiques qui faisaient référence à la prostitution se limitaient aux filles de la rue. Mais maintenant, les associations de protection des victimes de l'exploitation sexuelle déplorent que ces chiffres ne correspondent pas à la réalité.

Le nombre de prostituées a été estimé à 10 000 par le Comité de défense des droits des femmes en 1999. Selon les associations, il pourrait être nettement plus élevé.

**FRANCE ET TOURISME**

La prostitution ne cesse de se développer dans un marché mondialisé, accroît par une circulation des personnes de plus en plus facile et favorise une banalisation de l'achat du corps humain selon un rapport de la Fondation Scelles publié dans le bulletin contre l'exploitation sexuelle, portant sur cinq pages.

**Prostitution : un pas vers l'abolition**

L'Assemblée nationale devrait avoir voté, début décembre, une loi de lutte contre le système prostitutionnel. Décryptage des Échos internationales qui lutte contre l'exploitation sexuelle des enfants.

**Prostitution : un pas vers l'abolition**

L'Assemblée nationale devrait avoir voté, début décembre, une loi de lutte contre le système prostitutionnel. Décryptage des Échos internationales qui lutte contre l'exploitation sexuelle des enfants.
Scelles Foundation in the media

Each year, we establish a press-book putting together interviews of members of the Scelles Foundation as well as articles mentioning the foundation. In 2013, 152 articles have cited Scelles Foundation, both in the local press, national and international. We have received extensive media coverage following the events related to the bill strengthening the fight against the prostitution system (PPL) and the breakfast release of 12 December 2013 for the release of 3rd edition of the World Report "sexual exploitation - a threat that extends" to Economica. The 2 AFP news regarding this publication were translated and relayed around the world (Argentina, Belgium, Greece, Indonesia, Japan, Lebanon, Luxembourg, Nicaragua, Romania, Switzerland, USA etc ...).

Yves Charpenel was invited in several broadcasts:

TV
- "Sex: new extra job?"
Uninhibited, the talk, Chérie 25, February 12, 2013.
- Wide Angle, Yvelines Première, September 20
2013.
- "Prostitution: what is the current situation? "C à dire, France 5, 4 December 2013.

Radios

- "Should we abolish the system of prostitution?"
The Voice is free, Radio Notre-Dame,
December 3, 2013.
- "Prostitution, the pact of slavery"
The Double Hour, RTL, 13 December 2013.

Awareness of the Scelles Foundation

This objective assigned by the Board of Directors to the new president in 2010 rose significantly in 2013, as shown by the websites audience, the increased participation of its members in public events in France and abroad, its increasing participation in coordination abolitionists and 150 media interventions (TV, radio and written) of its President on the occasion of various facts, "Scelles Foundation Awards" or the publication of global reports.

Amendment of Articles

It was decided by the Board of Directors that the Scelles Foundation will proceed in 2014 to two amendments to its articles, the first to allow it to sue in justice as a civil party in significant criminal cases, the second to facilitate its certification deliver training in view of the expected implementation in 2014 of the National Plan against trafficking.
Located since its creation in the premises of 14 rue Mondétour the Scelles Foundation also hosts the EACP (Action Teams against pimping) The ACPE (Association against child prostitution) and CAP;

Declared of public utility it has a budget is the responsibility of its Secretary General Hubert de Roux, with the invaluable help of Jacques Kulas and Margarita Echaniz, under the control of ACA-NEXIA INTERNATIONAL firm

4.1 Distribution of expenditures and revenues in 2013

In 2013 the revenue structure shows 78% was derived from rents (restaurant and tenants) 10% of public subsidies (regional council IDF) 3% and 9% of donations of financial products

Expenses corresponded to 41% of salary, 20% support to other associations, 15% of external costs, 10% of depreciation expense 8% and 5% tax.

4.2 2013 fund raising campaigns

Two fund-raising campaigns were organized in 2013.

The first for the reporting of income and wealth tax in April 2013, the second end of the year. It has been decided in both cases to contact to potential donors by mail. Identification was made by selecting the donor of the last four years. The letters (Letter from the President, pre-filled template and envelope for response) accounted for 120 shipments in April and 120 in November. There are 65 donors for 2013 in the amount of €118,233. The share of the Scelles family in this collection is €110,000, the other donors being €8,233.

Very modest compared to the generosity of the family, the result of the call for donations in November 2013 is higher than the previous year.

The analysis shows that of the 46 responses by mail, 33 within the call for funds of 27 November 2013 (71%), while the April campaign received only 13 responses (28%), the call for funds not primarily directed at individuals.

Finally, the possibility of giving "online" mentioned on the letters allowed 19 installments over the year, including 12 by year end.

The fund raising campaign in 2013 is still short to meet the need of the Foundation which have been balanced for 20 years only thanks to the generosity of the Scelles family.
Governance

The search for a new Secretary General has been actively conducted in 2013, Hubert de Roux has legitimately claimed the right to leave a seat held for 20 years.

The renewal of the Board of the Scelles Foundation, given the departures in 2013 will be effective in 2014 and provide better information and better involvement of everyone.

2014 Fundraising

The spring fundraising campaign will be launched in April 2014 at the time of tax returns with the method and the targeting used end of the year, given its encouraging results.

The strategic priority for 2014 remains the professionalization of fundraising, in France and abroad, for operations of awareness, information and training.

Modernization of the database

A strategic review on CRIDES database is planned for 2014. There are two options, either we improve, internally, the existing product allowing it to evolve to the maximum in its look and consultation processes, or we canvass on professionalized solutions seeking grants.

Design and implementation of the 4th edition of the World Scelles Foundation

It is expected to achieve
Dissemination of awareness brochure "Clichés, prostitution today"

Sponsored by the Prefecture of Paris and Région Île-de-France, the brochure "Clichés, prostitution today" will be initially distributed in police stations in Paris, Hauts-de-Seine, Seine -Saint-Denis and Val-de-Marne.

Distribution through the General Councils, particularly the General Council of Essonne, will also be considered.

Scelles Foundation Awards, 2014
(2nd Edition)

After the success of the first edition of the awards, the operation will be reissued in 2014. To moot court competition, visual, articles, videos, stories and slams, will be added àn indictments competition. The Foundation will strengthen its partnerships with the Paris Bar Association and the Conference, the School of Journalism of Lille and the Slams artist that occurs in dependent schools in the authority of the Regional Council of Île de France. The Foundation signed in 2013 an agreement with the National High School Louis Lumière in the competition visuals. It will boot in 2014

A new collaboration with the National School of Magistrates. The 2014 Awards were launched with the competition of arguments held November 21, 2013 at the Maison du Barreau under the patronage of the President of the Paris.

As last year, the assessment of work experience two sources: Jury Prize and consumer prices.

The 2013 jury which was composed of professionals and personalities committed to the cause of sexual exploitation will be expanded in 2014 to 2013 winners and new representative personalities such as, for example, human rights advocates, leaders of UNICEF and MIPROF.

After the judgment of the jury, the work will be submitted to a public vote. To do this, they will be posted on the Foundation website and its Facebook and Twitter accounts.

Through the network of libraries of the City of Paris and its significant attendance, a poster campaign will invite the public to vote. A similar relay will be organized with schools partners for the slams contest.

The President of the Paris’ Bar will help us to organize in June 2014 the ceremony awards at the library of the Paris’ Bar, inside the courthouse.

Strengthening local, national and international Partnerships

Strengthening partnerships born of the coalition Abolition 2012 will be sought in particular with the European Women’s Lobby, with the Brussels platform in July 2014, in New York in March 2014 with the United Nations and especially the Commission on the Status of Women (CSW) and in December 2014, with the International inter-religious Coalition in Rome.

The Board of Directors will have had to deliberate on the long-term strategic choices which will be based in particular on the future of the bill strengthening the fight against the prostitution system (continue to fight to pass the law or engage in guards’ work its application).
Events in 2014

Awareness actions such as organizing seminars, debates are going. At the conference in the Senate of 24 May 2013, the principle of a new conference, this time in the National Assembly in 2014 on numerical aspects of sexual exploitation had been officially recorded.

20 years of the Foundation will be in 2014 a plate commemorating the progress. The actors who have contributed will be publicly celebrated on the occasion of the award of the Foundation June 20, 2014.

Partnerships

We will continue and will amplify our partnership:

- In France, the Coalition “Abolition 2012”, the le Mouvement du nid, l’Amicale du nid, Teams acting against pimping, ACPE, the French Committee of children rights ...

- In Europe, with the "European platform against human trafficking" to be held on 7 and 8 March in Brussels as well as with the European Women’s Lobby again.

- In the world, with the CAP "Coalition for the Abolition of Prostitution" that will participate in meetings in New York in the framework of the United Nations in early March as well as "International Coalition against human trafficking".
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